
Brand   Partnerships



We love meeting new faces, exploring new places, and covering all the bases. Roaming Travelers allows us to do what 
we enjoy,  from travel and adventure to taking the time to express ourselves, and all that we have to offer as a couple. 
Our raw and authentic connection with one-another often leaves a wild lasting impression to others. This venture 
has been 6 years in the making allowing us to work together,  bounce ideas off each other, and look at things 
from all angles at different depths.  We are a great team, our bond is hard to break!

We truly look forward to the opportunity to partner and create something amazing 
together. We approach every project as a partnership with our clients to allow
them to help see their vision come to light. We truly have a passion for what we do and 
those we are able to work with.

In our experience there is no one-size fits all for content which is why we take an 
individual approach to everything we do. We promise to deliver original and authentic
content geared towards your audience. 

Andrew & Chelsea

Hello There



Lifestyle focused content gets tossed around a lot and tends to carry a 
different meaning depending on who you ask. We like to think of 
LIFESTYLE focused as the most authentic setting possible. While we 
do set the shot, our content is a true representation and depiction of 
who we are.

Our LIFESTYLE is the product of our environment. Living
an active lifestyle in the Hi-Desert, we offer a unique setting
for our clients. A Dusty-Road // Boho-Shabby-Chic interior
reintroduces the classic idea of retro style. Bright whites and
warm neutral colors will make your product(s) stand out from
the rest.

Lifestyle
focused

@
joshuatreecandleco

@victrolaplayers @cleanremedies



PRODUCT focused content can easily become saturated, dull, or 
over-used. While this content seems the most straight forward, it
is often the hardest to create. We offer a unique contrast to typical 
PRODUCT content by incorprating small LIFESTYLE touches that
help your product stand out from the rest.

Our passion for adventure along with our 
proximity to some of the greatest outdoor 
locations on the west-coast, position us for 
unique opportunities together.

Product
focused

@uptimeenergy - Palm Springs, Calif. @nikeswim - Joshua Tree, Calif.
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They say its not the DESTINATION but rather the journey to get there. Travel
has always been the forefront of what we do and the real reason behind the
creation of Roaming Travelers. 

We take our clients DESTINATION, highlight the journey, and build a lifestyle
around it. Destinations come alive through authentic LIFESTYLE produced 
content and emersive video.

We have worked Domestically as well as Internationally with Airbnb, Hotels, 
and full-service Resorts to deliver quality content.

*Travel Expenses: Paid in Full/Partial // Reimbursed // Per-Diem 
  to be negotiated prior to service.

Drone Photography // Videography is contingent on local laws & regulations
FAA Certified & Insured

Destination
focused

@azulik - Tulum, MX
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Tier I - Exchange for Product
[] Static IG Post
[] Tagged & Hashtaged 

Tier II - $200+
[] 2-3 Static IG Post(s)
[] Tagged & Hashtaged
[] IG Story - 3-4 static + video slides 
[] 10-15 Additional Images (Edited)
[] Full Anayltics

Tier III - $750+ 
[] 5 Static IG Post(s)
[] Tagged & Hashtaged
[] IG Story - 3-4 static + video slides  
[] 25-35 Additional Images (Edited + Original)
[] IG Live + static IGtv post 
[] Multiplatform Article/Blog/Review
[] Full Anayltics

Pricing

Roaming Travelers LLC
us@roamingtravelers.com

@lovestrength_xo // @visitamboy - Historic Rt. 66, Amboy, Calif.


